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Abstract
Background: Much research is currently devoted to polypharmacy, but interventional studies often fail to
signi�cantly improve patient-relevant outcomes or just measure surrogate parameters. Interventions and
their settings are often complex, and a wide range of factors affect results. The aim of the AdAM study is
to reduce hospitalization and death by requiring general practitioners (GPs) to use a computerized
decision-support system (CDSS). The study will undergo a process evaluation to identify relevant factors
for successful implementation and to assess whether the intervention was implemented as intended.

Research questions: We will assess implementation (reach, �delity, dose, tailoring) by asking the
following questions: (1) Who took part in the intervention, i.e., the proportion of GPs that used the CDSS,
and the proportion of patients that were enrolled by them? Information on the characteristics of GPs and
patients will also be collected. (2) How many and what type of medication alerts were handled by the
GPs? (3) Was the intervention implemented as intended? (4) On what days did GPs use the intervention
tool?

We will conduct subgroup analyses to all questions, including time effects to account for software
improvements over time.

Methods: The process evaluation is part of a stepped wedge cluster-randomized controlled trial.
Characteristics of practices, GPs and patients using the CDSS will be compared with the non-participating
population. CDSS log data will be analyzed to evaluate how the number of medication alerts changed
between baseline and two months later and identify the kind of medication alerts that are given highest
priority. The comparison of enrolled patients on weekdays vs weekends will shed light on whether GPs
use the CDSS in the absence or presence of patients. All outcomes will be presented using descriptive
statistics, and signi�cance tests will be used to identify any associations between them.

Discussion: This study protocol is the basis for conducting the analyses of the log data-based process
evaluation. By providing insight into the way GPs conduct medication reviews, the evaluation will provide
a context to the trial results and support their interpretation. The evaluation relies on the proper
documentation of what the CDSS was used for, which may limit its explanatory power.

Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03430336. Registered on February 6, 2018.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03430336

Contributions To The Literature
The intervention is the �rst one to use log data of a computerized decision-support system.

This study will help explain the processes general practitioners go through when performing a
medication review. It will shed light on circumstances that facilitate or hinder the success of the
implementation of a computerized decision-support system.
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A preplanned study protocol de�nes a priori the analyses that will be conducted to ful�ll reporting
standards.

Background
As a result of improvement in medical treatments for formerly fatal chronic diseases, life expectancy, and
the number of people with multiple chronic conditions (multimorbidity), has increased throughout the
world.[1] Multimorbidity is associated with polypharmacy, the concurrent use of multiple drugs by a
patient. There is no consensus on the de�nition of polypharmacy, but it is commonly de�ned as the daily
intake of at least �ve different drugs.[2] Polypharmacy has become more prevalent over the years, with
estimates of the number of affected patients ranging from one in �ve adults [3] to more than half the
older population (65+).[4] As large numbers of drugs may be required to treat multiple diseases,
polypharmacy may often be appropriate. Nonetheless, inappropriate therapy regimens, with unrecognized
duplicate prescriptions or drug-drug and drug-disease interactions may lead to therapy failure,
deterioration in conditions or effect reinforcement.[5]

In order to manage patients’ medication and avoid inappropriate polypharmacy, many clinical trials, with
or without computerized support, have been conducted to examine the effectiveness of medication
reviews in recent years. The �ndings of these trials have been inconsistent and have often failed to
generate signi�cant results. In particular, bene�cial effects of medication reviews on patient-relevant
outcomes could not be proven.[6, 7]

Furthermore, as practices are complex systems in themselves, it is not only the interventions that are
often complex. [8] This implies that many factors in�uence the measurable outcomes. By assessing
factors that may in�uence intervention outcomes and determining whether the intervention is
implemented in the target population as intended, process evaluations can show how the intervention
works. This can facilitate the interpretation of results and provide insight into reasons for success or
failure. The underlying theoretical framework based on a proposal by Wierenga et al [9] can be found in
Fig. 1. The most important domains of a process evaluation are Reach (who received the intervention and
who did not?), Dose (how intense was the intervention?), Fidelity (was the intervention delivered as
intended?), and Tailoring (how was the intervention altered to imbed it in a daily routine?).[10]

In the AdAM study (“Anwendung für ein digital gestütztes Arzneimitteltherapie- und
Versorgungsmanagement”, or “application of digitally supported drug-therapy and care management”),
the electronic medication management system “eMMa” is used by general practitioners (GPs). In this
paper, we describe the process evaluation of the AdAM study, based on log data from eMMa.

The AdAM study
The primary aim of the AdAM study is to determine whether a yearly medication review supported by
eMMa effectively reduces the combined endpoint of all-cause hospital admissions and all-cause
mortality in adult patients with �ve or more chronic prescriptions in primary care. The evaluation of
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eMMa assesses cost-effectiveness, physicians’ and patients’ perspectives on the intervention, a
sustainability assessment, a qualitative comparative analysis of contextual and implementation process
factors, and the process evaluation described in this paper.

Design, setting and population: The full details of the trial design and its methodology will be published
elsewhere. Brie�y, the AdAM study is a stepped-wedge cluster-randomized controlled trial (cRCT) with
open cohorts conducted in general practices in the German region of Westphalia-Lippe from 2017 to
2021. General practices are the units of randomization and all practice patients are treated in accordance
with the practice’s group assignment. General practices are invited to participate when one or more
physicians in the practice is a GP, an internist, or a physician without specialization that provides primary
care in accordance with the KVWL (Kassenärztliche Vereinigung Westfalen-Lippe, a regional Association
of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians) and that claims data shows to have at least eleven potentially
eligible patients. Every month, newly recruited general practices are randomized into either the
intervention group or the waiting control group using block randomization of variable block length based
on practice IDs. In total, the target number of included practices was 1080. The statutory health insurance
company BARMER provides randomized practices in the intervention group with lists of potentially
eligible patients based on claims data. As the lists are updated quarterly, the cohort is open. Eligible
patients are 18 years or older, have �ve or more chronic prescriptions (at least �ve different codes
according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classi�cation System in two subsequent quarters)
and are insured by BARMER. They are invited to participate by general practices in the intervention group
and are enrolled in AdAM after giving their written informed consent. They are then provided with the
experimental treatment foreseen for the intervention group. BARMER also generates lists of potentially
eligible patients at general practices in the waiting control group based on claims data, but do not
disclose this information to the practices, which continue to provide usual care. After 15 months in the
waiting control group, these practices also receive a list of potentially eligible patients and updated
quarterly lists of potentially eligible patients are disclosed to them from then on. Patients on the lists are
invited to participate and enrolled in AdAM after giving written informed consent. They then also receive
the experimental intervention.

Experimental intervention: Supported by eMMa, GPs conduct medication reviews for patients in the
intervention group at least once a year. eMMa is unlocked for general practices in the intervention group,
while general practices in the waiting control group have no access during the 15-month control period.
Practice patients that are potentially eligible for AdAM are identi�ed in eMMa. After a patient is enrolled,
the practice receives access to their entire claims data, including diagnoses, prescriptions, and other data
on health services utilization such as hospital stays and contacts with other physicians. eMMa provides
the opportunity to update information (e.g., on new diagnoses and prescriptions for which claims have
not yet been made) and to add speci�c details that are not included in claims data (e.g., height, weight,
laboratory test results on kidney function, over-the-counter drugs, and medication doses). GPs then
examine patients’ medication regimens, supported by alerts from eMMa in case of inappropriate
prescriptions (e.g., drug-drug and drug-disease interactions, inappropriate dosages, or potentially
inappropriate medication because of age).
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Alerts are provided by eMMa according to a four-level system denoting severity (“red” for severe, “yellow”
for less critical medication alerts, “grey” for alerts that are probably not clinically relevant, “info” for
informative content). The severity rating in eMMa is based on continuous screening of medical
publications and the noti�cations of German and international regulatory authorities provided by
physicians and pharmacists. The sources are systematically analyzed in accordance with the structured
WHO UMC algorithm for the categorization of the causality of adverse drug reactions.[11] Quality of
evidence is based on the GRADE system.[12]

GPs can optimize treatment accordingly or document reasons for not changing a potentially inadequate
medication (PIM), save the changes in eMMa, print a medication plan, and discuss changes with the
patient. This optimization process can be carried out with or without the patient present. The trial
compares outcomes at baseline and after two months. Once per year, physicians receive an annual
reimbursement of €85 for each patient treated using eMMa.

Intervention training and support: General practice teams are invited to a two-hour continuous medical
education (CME) session on polypharmacy and the main functions of eMMa on a voluntary basis. CME
was provided by consulting pharmacists and IT specialists familiar with eMMa at two central locations
(Münster and Dortmund), as well as in decentralized KVWL district o�ces. In addition, FAQ and training
videos are provided on the KVWL website. Support hotlines for questions relating to administration, IT
and polypharmacy are accessible for GPs upon request. KVWL contacts participating general practices in
case of low numbers of visits to the eMMa site, or low rates of enrolled patients, via fax or by phone.

Outcomes: Apart from the combined primary outcome hospitalization or death from any cause, a number
of secondary outcomes will be assessed: (i) indicators of high-risk prescribing and (ii) speci�c-cause
hospital admissions preceded by high-risk prescribing (e.g. increased risk of gastrointestinal bleeding due
to prescription of oral anticoagulants with either non-steroidal anti-in�ammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or
platelet aggregation inhibitors without a gastroprotective drug, increased cardiovascular risk due to
prescription of oral NSAIDs for either heart failure patients or those receiving angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors[13, 14]), as well as (iii) process measures, such as number of potentially inappropriate
medications and underuse of medication (START criteria[15]).

Methods
Aims and Objectives of the process evaluation of the AdAM study

The process evaluation of the AdAM study accompanies an evaluation of the effectiveness of the
experimental intervention eMMa, a computerized decision-support system (CDSS). In accordance with the
UK’s Medical Research Council guidelines[10], our process evaluation will determine whether the
intervention was implemented as intended by assessing the following dimensions and questions:

Reach: The question behind this dimension is: Was the recruitment of patients, GPs, and general
practices successful? For this purpose, the study population that was enrolled in eMMa is compared
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with the eligible but non-enrolled population. Figure 1 provides an overview of the de�nition of the
populations under consideration.

Dose: The overarching question in this dimension deals with how comprehensively the intervention is
applied. For this purpose, we examine the number, as well as the type (prioritization), of alerts that
were responded to, and those that were not.

Fidelity: Was the intervention implemented in such a way that success was possible? To achieve this,
we de�ned several parameters assessed for the “Dose” domain that we regarded as crucial to the
intervention’s success and mandatory if the intervention was to be considered implemented as
intended.

Tailoring: How did physicians ensure the intervention �tted in well with their daily routine? We will
assess the temporal dimensions (each day of the week as well as a comparison between working
days and weekends) of eMMa usage.

Data and methods of the process evaluation

Time

Like the trial evaluation, data is collected at two time points, at baseline (T0), and two months later. T0 is
de�ned as the moment when the anamnesis has been completed and con�rmed by the GP, after which he
or she will be able to see the alerts provided by eMMa. If this is not con�rmed, surrogate triggers will
function as T0, depending on any information entered into eMMa (e.g., adding missing dosage, input of
physical parameters). Sensitivity analyses will be conducted for patients with a surrogate T0.

Population

Different study populations are de�ned for the four dimensions as follows:

For the Reach dimension, the enrolled study population consisting of patients, GPs, and general
practices (= intervention group) are compared with their non-participating counterparts at T0.

Patients: The population of enrolled patients is compared with the eligible (non-enrolled) BARMER
population, as well as with those patients that gave their informed consent for AdAM but have no
activity documented in the eMMa software (= inactive population).
GPs: The enrolled GPs are compared with the eligible GP population in the study region, as well as
with those GPs that gave their informed consent for AdAM but have no patient with documented
activity in the eMMa software (= inactive population).
General practices: The enrolled general practices are compared with the eligible general practice
population in the study region, as well as with those practices that gave their informed consent for
AdAM but without any patient with documented activity in the eMMa software (= inactive
population).
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Dose & Fidelity: The enrolled patient population (= intervention group) is de�ned as the study
population and comparisons are made between T0 and T1.

Tailoring: The enrolled GP population (= intervention group) is de�ned as the study population at T0.

Outcomes:

Reach: The main focus here is on group comparisons (e.g., proportions, mean values):

Patients (Is there a prioritization in patient recruitment?):

Proportion of the enrolled patient population vs eligible (non-enrolled) BARMER population vs
inactive patient population.
Group differences (enrolled vs non-enrolled vs inactive patient population) in terms of patient
characteristics (e.g., age, gender, disease score, economic status).
We will evaluate whether there is an association between the enrollment rate of patients and
disrupting factors. These factors will be the seasonal in�uenza wave, the COVID-19 pandemic, and
technical di�culties that made it temporarily impossible to access the software. A time protocol
including software updates and technical problems will be provided by KVWL and BARMER.
GPs (Was there a selection bias in GP recruitment?):
Proportion of GPs using eMMa compared to the overall GP population in the study region and the
inactive GP population.
Group differences (enrolled vs overall vs inactive) in terms of GP characteristics (e.g., age, sex,
specialization).
General practice (Did selection bias exist in the recruitment at the general practice level?):
Proportion of general practices using eMMa compared to the entirety of practices in the study region
and the inactive GP population.
Group differences (enrolled vs overall vs inactive) in terms of practice characteristics (e.g., employed
GPs, number of patient visits)

A detailed overview of the outcome variables is provided in the data collection section.

Dose: To assess the intervention dose, the summed differences in alerts per GP (representing the number
of patients treated in eMMa) at T0 compared to T1 will be calculated. We will also assess how the
number of alerts per patient changes from T0 to T1. Seven different alert categories (see basic alerts in
Fig. 1) are registered by eMMa, with up to four severity levels for each. This process evaluation only
assesses changes in the clinically relevant severity levels 1 (“red”) and 2 (“yellow”). Different alert
categories will be analyzed separately, as well as in aggregated groups (1st degree), and aggregated over
all alerts (2nd degree). See Fig. 2.

 

All analyses will take account of alert severity levels and the way the alert is handled by the GPs:
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(i) Joint analyses of severity levels 1 and 2 and (ii) only severity level 1 to determine whether severity
level 1 alerts were prioritized

If the GP provides a note to con�rm that the risk has been noted but that he or she has decided not to
change the medication despite the alert, the analysis will be repeated (Justi�ed alert, see Table 1).

 
The analysis will be performed for the overall patient population and include exploratory age-sex
strati�cations.

We will also analyze the percentage of enrolled patients for whom the bodily parameters kidney function,
height and weight were entered. Finally, we will record the share of patients that had a printed medication
plan and the share for whom a medication change had been documented.

Fidelity: We de�ne “Implementation as intended” as the case when the user reacts to the triggers of all
identi�ed severity 1 alerts from the time of enrollment (T0) to two months later (T1), or provides notes
explaining why he or she did not respond to an alert by changing the medication. A software change
during the course of the study made it necessary for GPs to con�rm that the patient’s anamnesis had
been completed before they saw the alerts. For this reason, we will conduct speci�c sensitivity analyses
of interventions before and after that date, as well as of the GP population that con�rmed completion of
the anamnesis.

Tailoring: To assess whether eMMa was used in the physicians’ spare time or during patient
consultations, we will look at the days of the week that patients were enrolled. The ratio of enrollment
rates on Fridays, weekends, and public holidays to the rest of the week will be calculated. The number of
patients receiving the intervention per day will provide insight into whether GPs worked with eMMa en
bloc or sporadically.

Data collection:

We will collect data from three different sources:

1. eMMa software saves changes made to a patient’s medication by the GP and counts alerts at
baseline and two months later.

2. KVWL delivers data on physicians. Physicians must be members of the KV to participate in the study,
and work in the involved practices. The data will be delivered in aggregated form to ensure
anonymity.

3. The BARMER statutory health insurer generates a data warehouse containing information on
whether a patient was enrolled in eMMa by their GP or not. Aggregated information on the two
patient groups will be provided in order that populations can be compared.

Table 2 provides an overview of the variables that contributed to outcomes.
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Statistical Analysis:
All outcomes will be presented using descriptive statistics. Mean, standard deviation, median,
interquartile range and 95% con�dence intervals will be provided for continuous, normally distributed
variables. Frequency and percentages will be provided for binary and categorical variables. Poisson
con�dence intervals will be calculated for count variables that do not follow a normal distribution. For
statistical testing, a signi�cance level of alpha = 0.05 (5%) and two-sided hypothesis testing (if not
speci�ed otherwise) will be applied. If variables are not normally distributed, non-parametric tests will be
conducted. All analyses will be strati�ed according to the time of the practice’s �rst enrolled patient
according to the eMMa software version that was in use at that time. Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
will also be analyzed regarding regional shutdowns and incidences.

Univariate Analysis

Reach: To ensure data privacy, group comparisons in the Reach dimension will only be carried out on a
descriptive level. To determine any association between enrollment rates and disrupting factors, we will
conduct a time-series analysis and report the number of days on which such disruption occurred.

Dose: Differences in the fall in alerts between T0 (independent variable) and T1 (dependent variable) will
be analyzed using the paired T-test and the Wilcoxon rank sum test for all types of alerts (Fig. 2, lowest
level). The Chi²-Test will be used at T1 to compare documented vs non-documented and printed vs non-
printed items in eMMa.

Fidelity: The Chi²-Test will be used to test the decline in overall alerts to zero between T0 and T1 for the
alert types displayed in Fig. 2 (medium level).

Tailoring: Differences in the number of patients on individual days of the week, between weekday and
weekend as well as between quarters, months and years will be tested using the Chi² test at T0.

Further multivariable (explanatory) analyses/subgroup analyses

Dose:

Age- and sex-strati�ed analyses of the different alert categories (GP level) and strati�cation of the
number of enrolled patients per GP

Linear correlations between the different alert types will be represented using the Pearson correlation
coe�cient plus p-values and corresponding scatterplots.

Linear or logistic regression will be used to model the relationship between the reduction of all alerts
(response variable) and both the different alert categories and patient characteristics (explanatory
variables)

Fidelity:
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Age- and sex-strati�ed analyses of medication regimen*dose*allergy alerts

Tailoring:

Analyses of weekdays strati�ed according to number of enrolled patients per GP

Software: R and R Studio will be used to perform data quality checks, data transformation, statistical
analysis, graphical visualization, and for reporting. The MySQL database will be used for data storage. To
ensure data is imported and exported automatically, a link between the MySQL database and R will be
created.

Discussion
This process evaluation will provide insight into the way GPs implement the AdAM intervention. By
evaluating the kind of alerts that decrease and those that stay mostly unchanged, it can elucidate which
patient groups are prioritized in terms of enrollment and how their medication is assessed. This will help
explain �ndings in the main study. This is one of the �rst studies to evaluate GPs’ decisions in the
medication management process and – to the best of our knowledge – the �rst to support �ndings with
log data from a CDSS.

However, there are some limitations to consider. The process evaluation relies on proper documentation
by GPs since log data only show changes made in the system and may not display real life
consequences. Still, these changes may be re�ected in the potential improvement in primary and
secondary outcomes without full visualization in the results of this process evaluation.

Since digital software like eMMa is continuously updated, this intervention will be affected by changes in
the usability of the CDSS. Some of these may make it more di�cult to compare the actions of GPs at
different time points. For example, in the �nal version of the eMMa software, con�rmation that the
patient’s anamnesis has been completed is required before alerts can be seen by GPs. If changes
introduced during the study turn out to be relevant to the process evaluation, sensitivity analysis will be
used to examine them. As log data can be used to compare time protocols for updates and technical
di�culties that might have hampered the use of eMMa, we will be able to identify links between technical
disruptions and the conduct of GPs.

List Of Abbreviations
AdAM: Anwendung für ein digital gestütztes Arzneimitteltherapie- und Versorgungsmanagement

CME: continuous medical education

cRCT: cluster-randomized controlled trial

eMMa: electronic medication management system
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GP: general practitioner

KVWL: Kassenärztliche Vereinigung Westfalen-Lippe

NSAID: non-steroidal anti-in�ammatory drug

PIM: potentially inadequate medication
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Tables
Due to technical limitations, the tables are only available as a download in the supplemental �les section.

Figures

Figure 1

Theoretical framework of the process evaluation based on Wierenga et al 2013.[9] Maintenance of the
results is part of another publication of the AdAM study.
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Figure 2

Flowchart of analyzed alerts. Red background indicates severity 1 in that category; yellow background
indicates severity 2 in that category; red and yellow background indicates that both alerts may be
applicable in the category.
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